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How do we know about people How do we know about people 
from the past?from the past?



SourcesSources
PrimaryPrimary sources are original materials. They are from the time period isources are original materials. They are from the time period involved and nvolved and 
have not been filtered through interpretation. have not been filtered through interpretation. 
Diaries Diaries 
Interviews (legal proceedings, personal, telephone, eInterviews (legal proceedings, personal, telephone, e--mail) mail) 
Letters Letters 
Original Documents (i.e. birth certificate or a trial transcriptOriginal Documents (i.e. birth certificate or a trial transcript) ) 
Patents Patents 
Photographs Photographs 
Proceedings of Meetings, Conferences and Symposia. Proceedings of Meetings, Conferences and Symposia. 
Survey Research (such as market surveys and public opinion pollsSurvey Research (such as market surveys and public opinion polls) ) 
Works of LiteratureWorks of Literature

SecondarySecondary sources are accounts written after the fact with the benefit ofsources are accounts written after the fact with the benefit of hindsight. hindsight. 
They are interpretations and evaluations of primary sources. SecThey are interpretations and evaluations of primary sources. Secondary sources are ondary sources are 
not evidence, but rather commentary on and discussion of evidencnot evidence, but rather commentary on and discussion of evidence. e. 
Biographies Biographies 
Commentaries Commentaries 
Dissertations Dissertations 
Indexes, Abstracts, Bibliographies (used to locate primary & secIndexes, Abstracts, Bibliographies (used to locate primary & secondary sources) ondary sources) 
Journal Articles Journal Articles 
YOUR TEXTBOOKYOUR TEXTBOOK
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le Moyne/ de le Moyne/ de BryBry ImagesImages
Jacques le Moyne visited Florida with the French Jacques le Moyne visited Florida with the French 
at Ft. Caroline (near Jacksonville) in 1564. at Ft. Caroline (near Jacksonville) in 1564. 

He drew the local natives, the Timucua. He drew the local natives, the Timucua. 
He actually saw some of the things he drew, but others, He actually saw some of the things he drew, but others, 
the Indians just told him about. the Indians just told him about. 

They may have made some things up. So, not everything le They may have made some things up. So, not everything le 
Moyne drew is true.Moyne drew is true.

In 1565, the Spanish made the French leave In 1565, the Spanish made the French leave La La 
FloridaFlorida. Most of le Moyne’s drawings were . Most of le Moyne’s drawings were 
destroyed. He redrew them from memory. destroyed. He redrew them from memory. 

There were probably lots of mistakes because he There were probably lots of mistakes because he 
couldn’t remember everything exactly.couldn’t remember everything exactly.



Theodore de Theodore de BryBry made a book of the made a book of the 
pictures, which he etched. pictures, which he etched. 

To make money, he may have changed To make money, he may have changed 
the pictures to make them more the pictures to make them more 
exciting. He may have made up some of exciting. He may have made up some of 
the pictures entirely. the pictures entirely. 

Le Le Moyne’sMoyne’s original artwork about the original artwork about the 
Timucua is lost. But we can still learn Timucua is lost. But we can still learn 
about the Timucua by studying de about the Timucua by studying de 
Bry’sBry’s engravings and trying to figure engravings and trying to figure 
out what is true and what isn’t.out what is true and what isn’t.



The following slides contain some of these The following slides contain some of these 
imagesimages
As a class, we will analyze the images  As a class, we will analyze the images  
and written descriptions in order to learn and written descriptions in order to learn 
what Timucua life may have been like.what Timucua life may have been like.



Alligator HuntingAlligator Hunting
French Descriptions French Descriptions 

transcribed from Latintranscribed from Latin: : 
"When the creatures are "When the creatures are 
hungry they come out of the hungry they come out of the 
water onto the islands to hunt water onto the islands to hunt 
but if they could not find but if they could not find 
anything they made a terrible anything they made a terrible 
noise that could be heard for noise that could be heard for 
half a mile. Then the guard half a mile. Then the guard 
called ten or twelve others called ten or twelve others 
who approached the large who approached the large 
and terrifying creature with a and terrifying creature with a 
long tree trunk. As it crawled long tree trunk. As it crawled 
towards them with its jaws towards them with its jaws 
open they rammed the open they rammed the 
pointed end down its throat. pointed end down its throat. 
Because of the roughness of Because of the roughness of 
the bark it could not get free the bark it could not get free 
so they were able to twist it so they were able to twist it 
over and shoot arrows into its over and shoot arrows into its 
soft belly, club and spear it, soft belly, club and spear it, 
then cut it open. The hard then cut it open. The hard 
scales made its back scales made its back 
impossible to penetrate, impossible to penetrate, 
especially if the creature was especially if the creature was 
old..."old..."



Alligator HuntAlligator Hunt
True: It probably is true that the Timucuas True: It probably is true that the Timucuas 

hunted alligators. Once the alligator was hunted alligators. Once the alligator was 
speared  the Timucuas would have speared  the Timucuas would have 
avoided his dangerous thrashing tail and avoided his dangerous thrashing tail and 
flipped the alligator over to kill him. flipped the alligator over to kill him. 

False: False: 
Timucua bows were not shaped like that. Timucua bows were not shaped like that. 
Alligators did not grow to be 80 feet long Alligators did not grow to be 80 feet long 

(like the one in the front). (like the one in the front). 
Also, have you ever seen an alligator with Also, have you ever seen an alligator with 

ears? How about those fingers? It is ears? How about those fingers? It is 
pretty clear that whoever made this pretty clear that whoever made this 
picture wasn’t quite sure how to draw picture wasn’t quite sure how to draw 
them.them.

Last of all, the hunters look like they’re Last of all, the hunters look like they’re 
naked. This is probably FALSE. The naked. This is probably FALSE. The 
men would have worn some kind of men would have worn some kind of 
protective clothing.protective clothing.



Deer HuntDeer Hunt
French DescriptionsFrench Descriptions: "The Indians, : "The Indians, 

when hunting deer, used when hunting deer, used 
ingenuity such as we had never ingenuity such as we had never 

seen before. They fitted the skins seen before. They fitted the skins 
of the largest deer that they have of the largest deer that they have 

been able to catch over their been able to catch over their 
bodies so that the deer’s head bodies so that the deer’s head 

covered their own and they were covered their own and they were 
able to look through the eye holes able to look through the eye holes 

as if it were a mask. Having as if it were a mask. Having 
previously noted the time when previously noted the time when 
the deer came down to the river the deer came down to the river 
to drink, the Indians, dressed like to drink, the Indians, dressed like 
this, were able to approach and this, were able to approach and 
get really close to them without get really close to them without 
arousing their suspicions. There arousing their suspicions. There 
were a lot of deer in that region were a lot of deer in that region 

so they were easily able to shoot so they were easily able to shoot 
them with their bows and arrows. them with their bows and arrows. 

In doing this they had learnt to In doing this they had learnt to 
protect their left arm with tree protect their left arm with tree 

bark from the string of the bow. bark from the string of the bow. 
They were able to remove the They were able to remove the 

deer skin and prepare it without deer skin and prepare it without 
any metal knife, just shells, with any metal knife, just shells, with 
such skill that I doubt there was such skill that I doubt there was 
anyone in the whole of Europe anyone in the whole of Europe 

who could do it better."who could do it better."



Deer HuntDeer Hunt
True and FalseTrue and False: This : This 
picture is probably very picture is probably very 
true. The deer’s antlers true. The deer’s antlers 
are not drawn quite are not drawn quite 
right, and the Indians right, and the Indians 
probably couldn’t get probably couldn’t get 
that close to the deer, that close to the deer, 
but they could get close but they could get close 
enough to get a good enough to get a good 
shot. Other Native shot. Other Native 
American peoples call American peoples call 
this specially made deer this specially made deer 
hide a "deer cloak." The hide a "deer cloak." The 
legs and head were left legs and head were left 
on. The antlers could on. The antlers could 
have been hollowed out have been hollowed out 
so they wouldn’t be so they wouldn’t be 
heavy. If you stayed heavy. If you stayed 
bent down, a deer cloak bent down, a deer cloak 
actually made you look actually made you look 
like a deer.like a deer.



Meat DryingMeat DryingFrench DescriptionsFrench Descriptions: : 
"In order that the game "In order that the game 
lasted longer, they lasted longer, they 
prepared it in the prepared it in the 
following way. They following way. They 
pushed four large pushed four large 
wooden forked stakes wooden forked stakes 
into the earth and laid into the earth and laid 
sticks over these like a sticks over these like a 
grate onto which they grate onto which they 
laid out the game and laid out the game and 
fish. Beneath this they fish. Beneath this they 
build a fire, the smoke build a fire, the smoke 
from which hardens all from which hardens all 
the food. They were the food. They were 
very careful to ensure it very careful to ensure it 
was dried out really well was dried out really well 
so that it would not rot, so that it would not rot, 
as can be seen in this as can be seen in this 
picture. I believe these picture. I believe these 
food supplies were food supplies were 
prepared in this way to prepared in this way to 
help them through the help them through the 
winter during which winter during which 
they lived in the they lived in the 
woods." woods." 



Meat DryingMeat DryingTrue and FalseTrue and False: Most : Most 
of this drawing is of this drawing is 
probably true. The probably true. The 
shape of the wooden shape of the wooden 
rack may not be exactly rack may not be exactly 
right. And the animals right. And the animals 
would probably have would probably have 
been butchered, with been butchered, with 
their meat cut into their meat cut into 
small slices before it small slices before it 
was smoked and dried. was smoked and dried. 
However, by leaving However, by leaving 
the animals whole, le the animals whole, le 
Moyne or de Bry may Moyne or de Bry may 
have hoped to teach us have hoped to teach us 
about some of the about some of the 
animals the Timucuas animals the Timucuas 
ate: fish, fox, snake, ate: fish, fox, snake, 
deer, and alligator in deer, and alligator in 
this picture. The fact this picture. The fact 
that there are eight fish that there are eight fish 
on the rack should tell on the rack should tell 
us that the Timucuas us that the Timucuas 
used the sea for food used the sea for food 
as much as the land.as much as the land.



French DescriptionFrench Description: "The : "The 
Indians usually built their Indians usually built their 
villages in the following way. villages in the following way. 
Having chosen a suitable site Having chosen a suitable site 
near some fast flowing river near some fast flowing river 
they made it level as best they they made it level as best they 
could. Then they built a ditch could. Then they built a ditch 
round it and planted thick round round it and planted thick round 
wooden posts, twice the height wooden posts, twice the height 
of a man, side by side in the of a man, side by side in the 
ground in a circle. At the ground in a circle. At the 
entrance to the town the circle entrance to the town the circle 
of posts continued further of posts continued further 
round, like a snail’s shell, but so round, like a snail’s shell, but so 
closely that not more than two closely that not more than two 
people abreast could enter. The people abreast could enter. The 
chief’s house was situated in chief’s house was situated in 
the middle and slightly sunk the middle and slightly sunk 
below ground level to protect it below ground level to protect it 
against the heat of the sun. against the heat of the sun. 
Around it were built the houses Around it were built the houses 
of his noblemen covered thinly of his noblemen covered thinly 
with palm leaves for they used with palm leaves for they used 
these houses for only nine these houses for only nine 
months of the year, spending months of the year, spending 
the other three in the woods. the other three in the woods. 
When they returned from the When they returned from the 
woods they inhabited their woods they inhabited their 
houses again but if they were houses again but if they were 
burnt down they simply rebuilt burnt down they simply rebuilt 
them..." 

A Typical A Typical 
Indian VillageIndian Village

them..." 



A Typical A Typical 
Indian Village

True and FalseTrue and False: The : The 
round huts with palm roofs round huts with palm roofs 
are probably correct. In the are probably correct. In the 
center, many villages did center, many villages did 
have a large Council have a large Council 
House. But it would have House. But it would have 
been circular, not been circular, not 
rectangular. Some were rectangular. Some were 
big enough to seat 2000 big enough to seat 2000 
people. The council house people. The council house 
served as a gathering served as a gathering 
place for meetings, place for meetings, 
celebrations, and dances. celebrations, and dances. 
Also, according to Also, according to 
archaeologists, there is no archaeologists, there is no 
evidence that the evidence that the TimucuaTimucua
used a palisade or fence used a palisade or fence 
around their villages. 

Indian Village

around their villages. 



ProcessProcess

For homework create an acrostic poem of For homework create an acrostic poem of 
the word Timucua. Each line of the poem the word Timucua. Each line of the poem 
must contain a fact that you have learned must contain a fact that you have learned 
from today’s lesson. This can be from today’s lesson. This can be 
completed at the end of the class or for completed at the end of the class or for 
homework.homework.
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